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Abstract
We develop a new multiscale scheme for simulating micro/nano flows of high aspect
ratio in the flow direction, e.g. within long ducts, tubes, or channels, of varying section.
The scheme couples conventional hydrodynamic conservation equations for mass and
momentum-flux with molecular dynamics (MD) in a unified framework. The method is
very much di↵erent from common ‘domain-decomposition’ hybrid methods, and is more
related to micro-resolution methods, such as the Heterogeneous Multiscale Method. We
optimise the use of the computationally-costly MD solvers by applying them only at a
limited number of streamwise-distributed cross-sections of the macroscale geometry. The
greater the streamwise scale of the geometry, the more significant is the computational
speed-up when compared to a full MD simulation. We test our new multiscale method
on the case of a converging/diverging nanochannel conveying a simple Lennard-Jones
liquid. We validate the results from our simulations by comparing them to a full MD
simulation of the same test case.
Keywords: multiscale simulations, hybrid method, molecular dynamics, coupled
solvers, scale-separation
1. Introduction
There are many important and emerging micro and nano engineering applications
that involve internal fluid flow: lab-on-a-chip devices, nanotube membranes for water
purification [1] or for removal of CO2 from air [2], micro/nano tribology problems [3],
and miniaturised heat exchangers for cooling electric circuits.
From a fluid simulation perspective, what these engineering applications have in
common is that a wide range of scales need to be resolved. The smallest scale is dictated
by the smallest dimension of the channel, duct or pipe of interest, i.e. on the micro or
nano scale. On the other hand, in engineering devices (e.g. membranes, fluidic networks,
heat-exchangers, and bearings) their length in the flow or streamwise direction is likely
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to be several orders of magnitude larger, and not necessarily of a trivial geometry (i.e.
not straight and of uniform section). This presents a serious simulation di culty. On
the one hand, such small cross-sectioned channels and tubes require a computationally-
expensive modelling tool in order to predict the correct flow properties, such as shear
stresses and mass flow rates; on the other hand, such tools are far too computationally
intensive to apply to the entire geometry. What is needed is a multiscale modelling
approach.
The past decade has seen a rapid increase in multiscale approaches to gas [4] and liq-
uid flows [5]. Typically, these multiscale approaches combine di↵erent modelling method-
ologies, and so are referred to as hybrids. The general notion of these hybrids is to couple
diverse macro and micro descriptions to model phenomena across disparate length and
time scales, and at the fastest computational speed. In most liquid flow cases, the micro
solver is chosen to be Molecular Dynamics (MD). Although accurate in its macroscopic
predictions, provided the correct molecular interactions are chosen, MD is computation-
ally very much restricted to the smallest systems and shortest time-scales, i.e., at the
nano scale. Continuum hydrodynamics, such as the well-known Navier-Stokes-Fourier
(NSF) model, is still valid in most Newtonian flows even at the nano scale, provided the
correct transport properties are chosen [6]. However, the NSF equations are invalid when
the flow is either non-Newtonian (unknown constitutive relations), or dominated by sur-
face e↵ects (e.g. velocity slip in nano-channels), or in thermodynamic non-equilibrium
(in the presence of high flow gradients, for example). The “best of both worlds” can
be obtained by applying MD in regions of the flow where continuum hydrodynamics is
inaccurate, and continuum hydrodynamics wherever MD is prohibitively expensive.
Two main techniques have evolved in the literature: (a) domain-decomposition meth-
ods (see, e.g. [7, 8, 9]) and (b) heterogeneous multiscale methods (see, e.g. [10, 11, 12]).
The natural and most common approach to a hybrid methodology is to observe that
for Newtonian liquids the NSF equations lack physical accuracy only next to surfaces or
interfaces. Domain-decomposition techniques recognise this, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a),
by applying a micro solver at the surface and adjacent liquid, and applying a macro
description in the bulk part of the flow. Although the domain is uniquely divided into
separate micro and macro sub-domains, there is always an overlap present at their in-
terface for mutual coupling of fluid information. Many strategies for coupling have been
developed in the literature: matching state properties [13, 14] for modelling steady-state
or start-up flows (e.g. coupling through streaming velocity), conservative fluxes [15, 16]
for modelling transient flows (mainly mass, momentum and energy), or a mixture of
both [17, 18].
Domain-decomposition has its drawbacks: there is the challenging requirement for
non-periodic boundary conditions (for MD) at the coupling interface, which is not a well-
developed area. A more fundamental obstacle relating to the internal-flow geometries
discussed above, is that there is no obvious way to decompose the domain into ‘near
wall’ and ‘bulk’ regions when the entire flow in a micro or nano-channel geometry could
be considered ‘near wall’. Even if a bulk region can be identified, the saving of domain-
decomposition in such geometries is limited to the ratio of the bulk volume to the near-
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Figure 1: Schematics of (a) the domain-decomposition method, (b) the Heterogeneous Multiscale Method
(HMM), and (c) the multiscale method proposed in this paper.
3
wall region volume. This is illustrated with reference to Fig. 1(a): to simulate larger L
(a longer channel, say), the size of the micro sub-domain must be relatively increased,
increasing the computational cost proportionally.
Less common multiscale techniques are the Heterogeneous Multiscale Method (HMM)
[10, 11, 12], and its further development for time-scale separated problems, the seamless
HMM [19]. In this type of multiscaling, the objective is to employmicro resolution rather
than micro-macro decomposition. In other words, the domain is entirely described by
the macro model, with small isolated micro models spatially distributed in the domain,
as shown in Fig. 1(b), that provide missing information to the macro solution locally.
There are two scenarios where micro resolution is required. Like domain-decomposition
methods, micro resolution is required in regions close to bounding surfaces. Micro ele-
ments in these regions are constrained from the continuum strain-rate field, and in turn
provide an accurate local velocity slip and stress at the wall. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
issues related to non-periodic boundary conditions still remain. The second scenario is
for rheological fluids where the constitutive relations are unknown in the bulk of the
flow, and micro resolution is therefore required over the entire flow domain to provide
the unknown stress tensor field. The latter micro approach typically uses distributed
MD boxes, as in Fig. 1(b), with modified periodic boundary conditions that deform the
boxes to conform with the local velocity strain-rate: for example, the well-known Lees
and Edwards shear boundary conditions [20].
The new multiscale method we propose in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 1(c). We
focus on internal-flow problems in this paper, although the method could also be applied
more generally to flows of high aspect ratio (in the streamwise direction) such as very
thin coating flows, provided that the upper (in the case of coating flows, free surface)
boundary conditions are properly represented. In all these problems, there is a gradual
variation of hydrodynamic variables in the streamwise direction (so scale-separation can
be exploited), whereas perpendicular to the flow no scale separation exists between the
micro and macro processes.
The method we present to tackle this class of problem is related to the micro resolu-
tion (HMM) approach, with two major di↵erences. First, in contrast to HMM techniques
in the literature that attempt to impose velocity fields or strain-rates on micro simu-
lations and then measure consequent stress, here we find it much more convenient and
accurate to prescribe an emulated pressure-gradient to the micro simulations and mea-
sure streaming velocity or mass flux from the micro model in return. Second, our method
avoids prescribing non-periodic boundary conditions or complex deformations on the MD
box; instead we are able to use simple periodicity in all our micro sub-domains, making
our approach more e cient as well as far more convenient.
Our method consists of applying a simple hydrodynamic description over the entire
domain, and allocating micro sub-domains in very small ‘slices’ of the channel. Every
micro element is an MD simulation (or other appropriate model, e.g., a direct simulation
Monte Carlo method for micro-channel gas flows) over the local height of the channel, as
shown in Fig. 1(c). The number of micro elements as well as their streamwise position
is chosen to resolve the geometrical features of the macro channel. While there is no
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direct communication between individual micro elements, coupling occurs via an iterative
imposition of mass and momentum-flux conservation on the macro scale. The micro
elements replace the need to supply slip boundary conditions or stress-strain relationships
to the hydrodynamic description: this is a major simplification to other hybrid methods.
The paper is organised as follows. In §2 we present in a general form our multi-
scale method, termed in this paper and for internal flow applications the “Internal-Flow
Multiscale Method” (IMM). In §3, this approach is demonstrated on an axially-periodic
converging-diverging nano-channel geometry. In §4 we present and compare simulation
results from the IMM with results from a full MD simulation of the same case. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in §5.
2. The Internal-flow Multiscale Method (IMM)
In the internal multiscale approach we describe here, individual micro sub-domains,
covering the full cross-section of the channel or tube, are distributed in the streamwise
direction with a spacing su cient to resolve any streamwise variation in the channel/tube
geometry. The key assumption in our method — and in fact what it is designed to exploit
— is that there is a degree of scale separation between hydrodynamic variation along
streamlines (i.e. in the s-direction, see Fig. 2(a)) and microscopic processes transverse to
the flow direction (in y and z). For this scale separation to exist, the section geometry
must vary slowly in the streamwise direction. A dimensionless number indicating the
degree of such scale separation can be developed:
S = min
(    dLyds
     1 ,     dLzds
     1 ,     RyLy
     ,     RzLz
    
)
, (1)
where Ly and Lz are length scales in perpendicular directions that characterise the cross-
section geometry, and Ry and Rz are the radii of curvature of the centreline. Provided
S 1, we can safely assume that, in small streamwise sections of the tube/channel, the
walls are approximately parallel to the centreline streamline (and consequently all other
local streamlines). This we refer to as a local parallel-flow assumption, and it allows us
to represent small sections of the channel/tube geometry by micro sub-domains with
exactly parallel walls, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).
The objective of our method is for the flow conditions in these otherwise independent
micro sub-domains to represent the conditions that would be occurring at the same point
in the whole flow geometry, i.e. in the macro domain. To do this a coupling needs to
occur between the micro sub-domains and a valid macroscopic representation of the flow
field.
2.1. The hydrodynamic conservation equations
We restrict our attention here to low-speed (low Reynolds number, low Mach num-
ber), steady-state flows, as these are of primary importance in the majority of appli-
cations discussed in the Introduction. In such conditions the equation for conservation
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Figure 2: Schematics of (a) a generic internal-flow configuration with non-stationary walls and imposed
pressure di↵erence, and (b) domain partitioning in the Internal Multiscale Method, where fi is a body
force applied to the ith micro simulation.
of momentum for the generic channel/tube configuration of Fig. 2(a) is, in coordinates
aligned with the local flow direction (with a local parallel-flow assumption):
@p
@s
=
@⌧sy
@y
+
@⌧sz
@z
+ Fs , (2)
where ⌧sy and ⌧sz are perpendicular components of shear stress, p is the hydrostatic
pressure, and Fs is a body force per unit volume in the flow direction.
For individual decoupled micro sub-domains (i.e., which do not involve, as yet, any
macro connection) a di↵erent momentum balance is formed:
0 =
@⌧sy
@y
+
@⌧sz
@z
+ Fs . (3)
The di↵erence between equations (2) and (3) is the existence of a local pressure-gradient
term, which in the macro domain is generated by a combination of the applied pressure
di↵erence (pB pA, in Fig. 2(a)), and the requirement for mass continuity through the
entire geometry. To facilitate a coupling mechanism between the micro and macro
domains, the missing pressure gradient can be emulated within the micro subdomain by
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a fictitious body force,  , which we refer to as a pressure-gradient correction:1
  =
@⌧sy
@y
+
@⌧sz
@z
+ Fs . (4)
Provided the di↵erence in pressure over the streamwise length of a micro domain is
relatively small, the pressure-gradient correction force,  , is hydrodynamically equivalent
to the e↵ects of the missing pressure gradient, i.e.
  ⌘ @p
@s
. (5)
Note, because of our locally-parallel flow assumption, the pressure gradient (and conse-
quently  ) is constant across the cross section.
The aim of the coupling methodology presented here is to find (by iteration) values of
  for each micro subdomain which collectively ensure that: a) the boundary conditions
on pressure are correctly imposed (pB pA); and b) mass conservation is satisfied, i.e.,
the same mass flow rate is generated in each of the micro simulations.
2.1.1. Satisfying the pressure-drop boundary condition
Equation (5) can be integrated over the streamwise length of the channel/tube ge-
ometry to obtain: Z B
A
  ds =  p, (6)
where  p=pB   pA. A numerical approximation to the continuous integral in equation
(6) provides us with a constraint on values of  :
⇧X
i=1
ai i ⇡  p, (7)
where i denotes the ith of ⇧ micro sub-domains (see Fig. 2(b)) and ai are coe cients of
an appropriate numerical quadrature (e.g. Simpson’s rule). This alone, though, is not
su cient to constrain the ⇧ individual values of  i.
2.1.2. Satisfying the requirement for mass conservation
The requirement for mass conservation is satisfied if the mass flow rates in each of the
micro sub-domains are equal. Each of the micro sub-domains can have a di↵erent cross-
sectional geometry, and therefore to achieve a conserved mass flux, the pressure-gradient
correction,  i, will be di↵erent in each.
As a first guess in an iterative approach, we take the pressure gradient to be constant
throughout the channel (i.e.,  i =  p/Ls for all i, where Ls is the channel length).
1For certain types of micro solver the pressure gradient might be easy to impose directly without the
need for a body force representation.
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As a result, the individual micro solutions will generate mass flow rates that are not
equal; some will be larger than the mean, and some will be lower. For those that are
larger, the pressure-gradient correction force can be increased in some proportion to the
deficit; for those that are lower than the mean, the correctional force can be reduced.
Provided equation (7) is satisfied at each step, this process continues iteratively until
both mass and momentum flux are conserved in the macro domain. Just for the purposes
of improving the rate of convergence, we assume a proportional relationship between
total applied body force (Fs  i) and mass flow rate in a subdomain (m˙i) when making
estimations for the pressure-gradient correction at the next iteration,  ⇤i , which is based
on a mass-flow-rate target common to all micro subdomains, m˙, i.e.
Fs    ⇤i
m˙
=
Fs    i
m˙i
,
which rearranges to:
 ⇤i = Fs + ( i   Fs)
m˙
m˙i
. (8)
Provided there is a monotonic relationship between (Fs  i) and m˙ this is a valid and
e cient means of approaching a converged solution. A more detailed example of this
iteration procedure is provided in the next section.
Solving a micro model (e.g. MD) for the ⇧ sub-domains, with cross-sections corre-
sponding to the macro geometry at those points, but with pressure-gradient corrections
constrained by (7) and iteratively refined using (8), ensures conservation of both mass
and momentum flux for the entire macroscopic geometry. This is the essence of what
we term the Internal-flow Multiscale Method (IMM).
3. Application example: converging-diverging nano-channel flow
We demonstrate our method on an axially-periodic converging/diverging nano-channel
flow that is driven by an external gravity-type force f ext=0.487pN. Fig. 3 shows the flow
geometry. The channel has dimensions: Lx=81.6 nm; hinlet=3.4 nm and hthroat=2 nm,
while the geometry is periodic in the z direction, representing a 2D channel. For this
geometry the scale-separation number defined in equation (1) is S=22.5, which corre-
sponds to streamlines that vary from the centre streamline (the dashed line in Fig. 3)
by a maximum of 1.27 degrees. Our locally-parallel flow assumption, then, is a safe one.
The Reynolds number and Mach number for this case, based on average velocity
through the throat, are Re=0.8 and Ma=0.015.
3.1. Domain partitioning
For the IMM, as presented in §2, we subdivide the macro domain shown in Fig. 3
into parallel-flow micro elements. The height of the ith micro sub-domain is prescribed
by the macro geometry, and given by:
hi = hinlet + (hthroat   hinlet)
✓
i  1
⇧  1
◆
, (9)
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Figure 3: Schematic (drawn to the actual proportions) of the axially-periodic converging/diverging
nano-channel test case. The horizontal dotted line indicates the centre streamline, s=x.
at streamwise positions:
xi =
Lx
8
+
3Lx
8
✓
i  1
⇧  1
◆
, (10)
where i = 1, 2, . . . ,⇧. This particular domain partitioning is illustrated in Fig. 4. Note,
only half of the macro domain is covered as, since we have assumed incompressible flow,
the flow should be symmetrical about the throat. The ramifications of this assumption
will be discussed later.
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Figure 4: Channel height variation for the full MD simulation of the converging/diverging case. Displayed
also are the locations of the micro elements for ⇧ = {2, 3, 4, 5} in the converging part of the channel for
the multiscale simulation.
To describe the e ciency of the spatial partitioning by micro simulations, we intro-
duce a new multiscale term: the spatial gearing, g, which quantifies the saving a↵orded
by the multi-scale methodology in terms of the reduction in the total domain that has
to be solved by a micro simulation. For this simple case:
g =
Lx
 x ⇧
, (11)
where  x is the streamwise length of the individual MD sub-domains (see Fig. 5). This
is the ratio of the total length of the macro domain to the sum of the micro sub-domain
lengths.
We can use the gearing parameter as a numerical means of adjusting the balance
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between computational speed-up and resolution. As g is increased, ⇧ reduces (as  x is
likely to be fixed); this results in greater computational economy, at the expense of a
poorer approximation to the quadrature in equation (7). Conversely, g can be reduced
to improve the approximation in (7), at the expense of computational speed. In this way,
gearing provides a control to balance the computational burden with solution accuracy.
This is a feature of our multiscale technique (and implicitly in HMM also) that domain-
decomposition hybrids do not possess. In fact, the computational cost of the latter
is directly (and unavoidably) proportional to the channel length Lx, which limits the
streamwise length scales of the domain that can be simulated.
3.2. The micro sub-domain solver: Molecular Dynamics
In this example, the micro simulations are Molecular Dynamics (MD) [21, 22]. We
use the mdFoam code [23, 24, 25], a parallelised non-equilibrium MD solver that is
implemented within the OpenFOAM [26] tool box.
Figure 5: MD simulation box of the ith micro sub-domain.
The streamwise (x direction) configuration of each MD simulation sub-domain (see
Fig. 5) consists of a channel with a constant cross-sectional area (as per the locally-
parallel flow assumption), with the height of each given by equation (9). The internal-
flow multiscale methodology presented here enables the use of periodic boundaries in
the x direction for all micro sub-domains, which is a major convenience. The size of
the box in the x direction is chosen to be just large enough to be able to apply periodic
boundary conditions without introducing spurious wrap-around e↵ects, but still much
shorter than the length of the full channel itself so as to maximise the spatial gearing
(equation 11). The size of the micro sub-domains in the z direction, which is also
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periodic, must also be large enough to avoid wrap-around e↵ects. The sizes we choose
for all micro sub-domains in the multiscale scheme here are  x =  z = 6.8 nm.
Liquid molecules at positions rk(t) = (xk, yk, zk), and velocities vk(t) = (uk, vk, wk),
evolve according to Newton’s equations of motion:
d
dt
rk = vk(t), (12)
mk
d
dt
vk = f
0
k + nˆxf
ext   nˆx , (13)
where k = (1, . . . , N) is a target molecule in the system, mk is the molecule mass, f ext
is the external gravity-type force, and f 0k is the total force due to interacting molecule
neighbours:
f 0k =
NX
j=1( 6=k)
 rU(rkj). (14)
The final term on the right hand side of equation (13) is the pressure-gradient-correction
force needed to ensure macro-scale conservation of mass and momentum; as in equation
(4), but with  = /n⇢, where n⇢=⇢/mk is the number density. The interaction potential
U(rkj) between liquid-liquid and wall-liquid molecules governs the physics of the flow. In
this paper we simulate monatomic liquid argon using the standard 12-6 Lennard Jones
(LJ) potential:
U12 6(rkj) =
8><>: 4✏
⇣
 
rkj
⌘12   ⇣  rkj ⌘6  if rkj < rcut,
0 if rkj   rcut,
where ✏ = 1.6568 ⇥ 10 21J and   = 0.34 ⇥ 10 9m are the potential’s characteristic
energy and length scales, and rkj = |rk   rj | is the separation of two molecules (j, k)
within a cut-o↵ radius, rcut = 1.36 ⇥ 10 9m. The mass of each molecule is taken to
be mk = 6.6904⇥ 10 26kg. To provide a proof-of-concept, the top and bottom walls of
thickness rcut are modelled using a simple cubic lattice structure at a density ⇢w ⇠ 1532
kg m 3. The wall molecules are ‘frozen’ in space and time, and interact with the liquid
using the same LJ parameters.
In each micro MD simulation, temperature is maintained at T = 292.8 K, by coupling
the z co-ordinate of molecular velocities to a Berendsen thermostat [27] with time-
constant ⌧T = 21.61 fs. None of the MD simulations presented in this paper consider flow
in the z direction, therefore the action of the thermostat does not alter the 2D streaming
velocity profiles. The liquid density ⇢l = 1437 kg m 3 is set once at the beginning of all
micro-simulations and remains constant (no insertions/deletions) throughout the rest
of the multiscale simulation, following the assumption of flow incompressibility. The
limitations of this assumption, even for low Mach number flows such as this one, will be
discussed later.
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3.3. IMM iterative algorithm
The solution to the multiscale problem is an iterative one, which enforces mass and
momentum conservation across all the detached MD micro simulations via a pressure-
gradient correction force. The algorithm stops once a convergence criterion is satisfied
(based on the average mass flow rate over all micro simulations). The streamwise varia-
tion of the pressure gradient is also an output of the simulation (obtained directly from
 i) from which the pressure profile can be estimated. The iterative procedure is outlined
in the following steps, and also illustrated in Fig. 6; n is the iteration number:
(0) Initially, set the pressure-gradient corrections in all ⇧micro simulations to  (n=0)i =
 p/n⇢Lx. For the axially-periodic converging/diverging channel example,  p=0
and thus, simply:  (n=0)i = 0.
(1) Advance all ⇧ micro simulations for Nm molecular time-integration steps; long
enough to reach steady-state and for there to be su cient data to obtain a satis-
factorily noise-free mass-flow-rate measurement.
(2) Measure the mass flow rates m˙i (averaged over time) in each micro simulation:
m˙i =
1
Nm x
NmX
t=1
NiX
k=1
mkvk(t) · nˆx, (15)
where Ni is the number of liquid molecules in the ith MD simulation, and mk,vk(t)
are each molecule’s mass and instantaneous velocity, respectively.
(3) At the new iteration step (n+1) compute the new pressure-gradient correction for
each micro element,  (n+1)i , for the overall mass flow rate m˙
(n+1)
, by solving the
following set of (⇧+1) simultaneous equations:
⇧X
i=1
ai 
(n+1)
i =  p = 0, (16)
 (n+1)i = f
ext +
 
 ni   f ext
  m˙(n+1)
m˙(n)i
. (17)
These equations come directly from (7) and (8). The new pressure-gradient cor-
rection forces (a) satisfy the boundary condition on pressure drop, and (b) move
closer towards macroscopic mass flux conservation.
(4) Repeat from (1) until convergence. As a convergence criterion, we take: |(m˙n  
m˙
n 1
)/ m˙
n| < ⇣tol, where ⇣tol is a user-set tolerance.
4. Results: comparison with a full MD simulation
In this paper we use a full MD solution of the axially-periodic converging/diverging
channel configuration (Fig. 3) as a means to validate results from our multiscale pro-
cedure; as such, we consider a full MD approach as the ‘accurate’ solution of the case.
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Figure 6: Schematic depicting the IMM iterative algorithm.
The MD case setup is shown in Fig. 7. The same description of the walls used in the
micro simulations is used, with the exception that, in the full case there is channel-height
variation in the streamwise direction. All other conditions are the same, including the
external force f ext, initial number density and the Berensden thermostat parameters.
One measurement plane is placed at the throat (as shown in Fig. 7) to compute the
mean mass flux through the channel for comparison with the multiscale prediction. The
net mass flow rate at a plane is measured by averaging the number of molecules that
cross it in a prescribed time period; molecules which cross in the positive x direction
are counted as positive and those which cross in the opposite direction are counted as
negative.
Figure 7: Simulation setup for full MD solution of the converging/diverging nanochannel case. The
vertical dotted line located at the throat of the channel represents the mass-flux measurement plane.
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4.1. IMM results
We consider four cases of the domain partitioning of the channel geometry: ⇧ =
{2, 3, 4, 5}. The micro simulations in each case are uniformly distributed in the stream-
wise direction on the converging side of the channel; see Fig. 4. These cases correspond to
the gearings g = {6, 4, 3, 2.4}, respectively. As mentioned earlier, this case is symmetric
so that the results on one side of the throat can be mapped onto the other.
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Figure 8: Convergence of the individual micro mass fluxes at progressive iterations (n) of the multiscale
scheme for various number of micro elements per multiscale simulation: (a) ⇧ = 2, (b) ⇧ = 3, (c) ⇧ = 4,
and (d) ⇧ = 5. Each iteration corresponds to ⌧m = 800, 000 MD time-steps. Error bars are smaller than
the sizes of the symbols and have been omitted from the graphs.
The IMM results for the micro sub-domain mass flow rates (m˙i) and total forces
(f ext    i) from each case are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The convergence
characteristics are shown in Fig. 10. What is evident in all cases is a very quick conver-
gence of the multiscale simulations, occurring after roughly 2 iterations. This is a positive
and attractive outcome of our approach when compared to domain-decomposition tech-
niques that generally take 10–20 iterations to converge to steady-state [14]. Furthermore,
and in contrast to domain-decomposition, we found no need for iteration-relaxation to
smooth the transition to micro/macro convergence. The order of fluctuations present in
the convergence measurements (Fig. 10) is expected since there is a standard error of
the mean of ±0.008⇥ 10 12 kg/s in the measured micro element mass fluxes.
For the purposes of validation, we plot the mass flow rate obtained from the full
MD simulation on all graphs in Fig. 8. For each multi-scale case (⇧={2, 3, 4, 5}) the
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Figure 9: Micro forces fi=f
ext- i at progressive iterations (n) for various number of micro elements per
multiscale simulation: (a) ⇧ = 2, (b) ⇧ = 3, (c) ⇧ = 4, and (d) ⇧ = 5. Convergence is quick, occurring
after n = 2 iterations.
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percentage di↵erence in the mass flow rates (MD and multiscale) is calculated and plotted
in Fig. 11. As is perhaps to be expected, the case that is discretized with ⇧=2 micro
elements, which barely represents the geometry of the channel, is in error by 35% from the
full MD result. Very reassuringly, though, for ⇧ > 2 the error reduces to a consistently
low level, of the order of 1-3%. For this particular flow case, it would seem that even
as few as ⇧=3 micro sub-domains are su cient to obtain a satisfactory agreement with
the full MD simulation, corresponding to a gearing of g=4.
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Figure 11: Comparisons of mass flux computed from the multiscale simulations (m˙) with results measured
from the full MD run (m˙F ). The percentage error is calculated using (m˙F   m˙)/m˙F ⇥ 100.
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through the data points.
In Fig. 12 we present the streamwise distribution of the pressure-gradient correc-
tion,  i= i n⇢ (= dp/dx|i) for the three cases ⇧ = {3, 4, 5}. As was observed with
the mass flow rate, the method quickly converges with increasing ⇧; we can conclude
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that ⇧=5 is more than su cient for this particular geometry. In Fig. 13, this most
accurate case (⇧=5) is compared to the pressure gradient calculated directly from the
full MD simulation, using the Irving-Kirkwood equation for pressure [28] evaluated in
small streamwise bins. The streamwise pressure profile from the multiscale simulation
can be reconstructed from  i by numerical integration over x and adding the absolute
mean value of pressure (obtained from an Irving-Kirwood measurement across all micro
elements). This is also compared to the pressure calculated directly from the full MD
simulation in Fig. 14. Note, our multiscale approach could be an alternative method for
computing pressure variations in non-equilibrium MD simulations of nano-channels.
4.2. Sources of error
The results presented in Figs. 8 to 11 demonstrate that the multiscale method pre-
sented in this paper works well. Provided there are su cient micro subdomains, the
mass-flow-rate measurements are within 1-3% of the predictions from a full MD sim-
ulation of the geometry. The multiscale prediction of streamwise variation of pressure
gradient and pressure (in Figs. 13 and 14) are acceptable, but less good. There are
numerical, statistical and physical approximations inherent in the method, and these
are considered in turn as potential sources of error.
The numerical approximation of this method lies in the quadrature in equation (7).
We have shown in Figs. 11 and 12 that for ⇧=5 the results are converged to a satisfactory
level, and therefore we can discount lack of resolution in the micro sub-domains as being
the source of any discrepancy in this case. The discrepancy is not, either, a matter
of statistical fluctuations in mass-flux measurements, which is kept to an acceptable
level for these simulations. The physical approximations of subsonic, low-speed, locally-
parallel flow, used in the formulation presented in §2, are also all safe given Ma=0.015,
Re=0.8 and S=22.5.
What is not entirely safe to assume, however, is incompressibility, despite the low
Mach number. Arguments presented in [29] explain why, even at low Mach numbers,
significant compressibility can occur in micro and nano geometries. The head loss due to
viscous forces in our nano channel case is large, and over long channel length scales the
pressure change becomes a non-negligible proportion of the mean pressure; this is why,
at constant temperature, compressibility could be significant. To investigate this, we
plot in Fig. 15 the streamwise density variation extracted from the full MD simulation.
It can be seen that the maximum density value is almost 14% greater than the minimum
value. Ignoring this variation will have had some, although not serious, impact on the
multiscale results, since proportionally more mass flux is generated, for the same pressure
gradient, in a high density region as compared to a low density region. This is most likely
the cause of the discrepancies between the multiscale results and the full MD that are
seen in Figs. 13 and 14. Interestingly, the mass-flow-rate predictions of the IMM appear
to be not that susceptible to the omission of the density variation. This is probably
because the influence of the low and high regions of density counteract each other in
determining the global mass flow rate, but are in evidence when plotting streamwise
variation of the pressure, for example.
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It is important to note that the assumption of incompressibility is not inherent in
the general IMM presented in §2. What is required is the ability to a) calculate density
variations from pressure profiles (as constructed in Fig. 14) and b) set values of density
in individual micro sub domains. This extension of the method will be the subject of
further work.
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4.3. Computational speed-up
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Figure 16: (a) Computational speed-up for the multiscale method; (b) gearing characteristics for longer
converging/diverging channels.
The gearing parameter g, defined in equation (11), provides an indication of the
computational speed-up of our multi-scale method as compared to a pure MD simulation
of the same case. In Fig. 16(a) we show that g from equation (11) is almost identical to a
gearing parameter formulated by explicitly comparing the number of molecules in the full
and the multiscale simulations (=NF /NM=NF /
P⇧
i Ni). Furthermore, Fig. 16(a) plots
also a gearing computed from the clock-times of each simulation (=tF /tM ). To make
a fair comparison, the total computational times measured from separate simulations
(tF ,tM ) were both normalised by the processing power assigned to it. For example, ⇧
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processors are assigned to each multiscale simulation (one micro element per processor);
the total time of the multiscale simulation is then tM =
P⇧
i ti ⇧, where ti is the total
measured time for the ith micro element to converge to steady-state (⇠3 iterations). The
full MD simulation was run on 24 processors, and so the total time of the simulation to
reach steady-state and gather statistics (2.4 million MD time-steps) was multiplied by
24.
Two promising features of our multiscale method are seen in Fig. 16(b), which shows
projected values of the gearing parameter for various lengths of the converging/diverging
channel flow problem. Each point on the graph represents a di↵erent multiscale configu-
ration for a particular geometry. Unlike a full MD simulation, which has little flexibility
in the amount of processing power required to solve a particular problem, the IMM ap-
proach enables direct adjustment of the balance between accuracy and resolution to suit
the computational resources available. Also, greater computational savings are expected
for longer channel lengths because the scale separation will increase in proportion to the
length of the channel, allowing the same number of micro elements to be used without
any penalty in accuracy. Therefore, for modelling much higher aspect ratio flow systems
than that considered in this paper, for which a full MD approach is computationally
intractable, our multiscale technique is a viable and practical alternative.
5. Conclusions
While domain-decomposition methods are currently the most popular hybrid ap-
proach to reducing the computational e↵ort of a full molecular calculation, there are
still some problems associated with this formulation. For example, the unavoidable is-
sue of length- and time-scale decoupling, as well as the complexity of coupling physical
properties at non-periodic MD interfaces.
In this paper we have proposed an alternative: a new micro-resolution multiscale
method that addresses these issues for high-aspect-ratio micro/nanoflows. This method
has been demonstrated on an axially-periodic converging/diverging nanochannel flow
driven by a gravity-type body force. For this internal flow problem, the channel was
partitioned uniformly into isolated micro elements along the streamwise direction, each
having a height corresponding to the local converging/diverging geometry. The concept
of gearing has been introduced, which permits a compromise between computational
speed-up and resolution. This is an attractive feature of our method, not possible in
domain-decomposition methods. Domain-decomposition methods in any case struggle
with very extended micro/nano flows, as the MD sub-domains need to cover the entire
streamwise length of the geometry.
Our novel macro/micro coupling technique maintains the simplicity of periodicity in
all the micro simulations, and works on pressure-gradient (rather than velocity or strain-
rate) corrections derived from global constraints of the mass and momentum fluxes. This
coupling approach does not require the complicated exchange of stresses/strains (for
constitutive relation correction) or velocity slip values (for boundary correction), as are
required in the HMM approach. Instead, all that is required from the micro elements of
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our method are mass fluxes; all that is required from the macro solver are body forces
that are then prescribed in each micro element. The algorithm converges remarkably
well after a few iterations to the same mass flow rate that is calculated from a full MD
simulation of the same case.
The computational savings of the demonstration case in this paper are modest, due
our requirement to validate the scheme with an accurate and full MD simulation. The
true potential of our new method emerges for much longer (and more realistic) scale-
separated flows (S 1) and for high gearings (g 1); that is, longer channels/tubes and
more widely-spaced micro subdomains.
While the method has been demonstrated here on a flow bounded by solid surfaces,
it could equally be applied to surface or interface flows of high aspect ratio (in the
streamwise direction) — such as very thin coating flows — provided that the upper (in
the case of coating flows, free surface) boundary conditions are properly represented in
both the macro and micro solvers. This will be the subject of future work.
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